THE Western Electric 270A Output Switching Panel provides facilities for the assignment of any one, combination of two or maximum of three speech input amplifier channels to any one of three outgoing circuits. These output circuits may be used for local audition purposes, or for direct connection to an adjacent radio transmitter. They may also be used in conjunction with repeating coils and telephone lines to furnish programs to networks or to radio transmitters situated remotely from the studio.

The 270A panel is designed to operate between 500 ohm impedances and will accommodate input power levels as high as 24 milliwatts (+16 db on a 6 milliwatt “zero level” basis). Resistance networks maintain constant impedance relations in the connecting circuits irrespective of the switching combinations employed. The insertion loss introduced by these coupling networks is 10 db.

The components are assembled on a recessed metal panel, equipped with a face mat which serves as a mounting for the designation plate associated with the control keys and indicating lamps.

There are six lever type keys and three signal lamps. Three keys are employed to assign the various studio channels to the outgoing circuits. Each key is connected to a particular studio amplifier system or channel and is locking in both up and down positions. The other three keys and the three signal lamps are for control of the output circuits of three studio channels by means of relays external to the panel. These keys are non-locking in the “On” positions and locking in the “Off” positions.

Four terminal strips are provided for external connections.
SPECIFICATIONS:

*Input:* Input impedance is 500 ohms for each of three available circuits. Will accommodate input levels up to 24 milliwatts.

*Output:* Three output circuits of 500 ohms each.

*Power supply:* 12 volts battery supply is required for the operation of the relay control circuit if this is employed for remote control of the studio output channels.

*Dimensions:* 19\(\frac{1}{4}\)" wide by 5\(\frac{3}{4}\)" high.

*Mounting:* Standard relay rack or equipment cabinet.

*Weight:* Approximately 7\(\frac{1}{2}\) pounds.

*Finish:* Dark Gray or Black mat as specified.
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